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REDES I GIT OF A SERIES
OF
CONCRETE MATERIAL WASHERS
Introduction
It is now an established fact that in making good and
lasting concrete the sand, gravel and crashed rock should be free
from soil, clay, quicksand and other matter which is harmful to
the perfect mixture and quality. Tests that have been performed
to determine the effect of clay in the sand and gravel used in
making concrete have all arrived at practically the same conclu-
sion and that is, that a small percent of clay is not harmful
to the strength of concrete, but as soon as the percent increases
above eight or ten the strength decreases very rapidly. So at
the present time most engineers and contractors insist upon hav-
ing clean material for their concrete. This means that the sand
and gravel has to be washed ['or as it is taken from the pits it
generally contains quite a large percentage of clay, quicksand
and other harmful impurities.
As it has only been within recent years that engineers
and contractors have insisted upon the use of clean materials,
there is practically no literature which discusses the methods
employed for washing concrete material. Until within the last
two or three years practically the only method used for washing
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eoncrete material has been by the use of a screen. This is a very
expensive method, as it requires a large quantity of water and is
a very slow process. The first cost of a washing plant of the
screen type means an expenditure of an enormous amount of capital.
About two years ago a machine for ./ashing concrete ma-
terial was invented and placed on the market, and found to be a
great im-rovement over the screening method. The following are
some of the advantages of such a machine: (1) low initial cost;
(2) low operating expenses; (3) the operation of the machine is
continuous.
The object of this thesis is to take up the redesign of
a series of these machines, the principle of operation of which
is as follows:- The raw material is fed into the machine through
the hopper A. (see Plate I, page 30) . Then as the drum D revolves,
the cleats C carry the material close to the top of the drum where
it is dropped onto the inclined scoops B which in turn advance it
forward towards the discharge end of the machine a distance equal
to the pitch of the scoops. It is again picked up by the cleats,
carried to the top of the drum and again dropped on the scoops
and conveyed toward the discharge end. This operation is con-
tinued until the material reaches the discharge scoop E where it
is discharged from the machine. Water is forced into the machine
at the discharge end and flows through the drum in a direction
opposite to that in which the material moves, thus causing it to
mix intimately rith the material and finally is discharged out
of the charging end of the machine carrying with it the clay and
other impurities. If the material does not happen to be very dirty
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the 3 coops B may be adjusted so that the material is conveyed
faster towards the discharge end of the machine; while if it is
very dirty they may he adjusted so that they convey the material
very slowly. This adjustment is made by shifting the handle F
either forward or backward.
In this thesis the redesign of three sizes of machines
will be taken up. The different sizes will be denoted by numbers,
thus a flo. 1, a No. 4, and a No. 10 machine. The No. 1 washer is
a email machine and is easily transported, having a capacity of
SO cubic yards in ten hours; a No. 4 machine has a capacity of 150
cubic yards, while a No. 10 has a capacity of 1850 cubic yards in
ten hours.
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Detail Specifications
for the Construction of a
No.l Concrete Material Washer
POTTER : -
The power for operating this machine is fur-
nished by an electric motor, steam or gasoline engine, which may
be bolted directly on the frame of the machine. The power re-
quired to drive the machine is 2 l/£ horse-power, which also in-
cludes that for the water supply pump.
WATER SUPPLY PJMP:-
The pump is of the rotary type and must have a
capacity of 15 gallons per minute. It is bolted to the machine
and may be driven by a belt from the driving shaft. This pump is
not necessary as it may be possible to get the required amount of
water from a water main or other convenient source.
CAPACITY :
-
The capacity of this machine is approximately
60 cubic yards in ten hours, but it may vary depending upon whe-
ther the material is very dirty or not. This capacity (60 cubic
yards) is readily obtained with material containing between 25
and 30 percent of clay and other impurities at a drum speed of
six revolutions per minute.
FLOOR SPACE :
-
The floor space occupied by this machine is 6
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feet by 10 l/3 feet.
SHELL AND CLEATS :
-
The revolving drum of this machine consists of
a cylindrical shell and two head castings riveted to the shell.
The shell is made of No. 16 soft steel, two sheets (48 inches by
96 inches) being U3ed. The extreme outside diameter is 30 inches
while the length without the head castings is 8 feet. There are
two seams diametrically opposite, which are single riveted with
1/4 inch rivets, placed 3/4 inches on center. On the inside of
the drum are riveted 3/4" x o/4" x l/8" angles, to which are fas-
tened No. 16 steel strips 2 l/2 inches high. These strips are
riveted to the angles with 1/4 inch rivets spaced 9 l/2 inches
on center. These angles with the strips are known as cleats and
extend the whole length of the drum. The cleats, 31 in number,
are spaced about 3 inches apart and have tbsirtlps or free ends
bent over at an angle of 45 degrees. This is done so that the
cleats may carry the material up over the scoop conveyor a3 the
drum revolves. Plate III on page 32 shows a cross section of the
drum with one of the cleats in place.
HEAD CASTING - CHARGING END :
-
The drum on the charging end of t he machine is closed
by a casting riveted to the shell by means of l/4 inch rivets.
This casting has an opening in it 19 3/4 inches in diameter
through which the hopper feeds the material into the drum. The
rim of this head is S 3/4 inches wide and rests on two rollers
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having a 2 1/2 inch face. The drum revolves on four of these
rollers, two on the charging and two on the discharge end of the
m ichine.
HEAD CASTING - DISCHARUJfi END ; -
The drum at the discharge end is also -provided
with a head casting which has cast to it a gear having 91 teeth
of 1 1/3 inch pitch, and a face of 3 inches. This gear meshes
with a pinion which revolves the dram. This casting also rests
on 3 rollers having a 3 1/2 inch face. An opening 16 inches in
diameter is provided in this head and through it extends an in-
clined scoop which discharges the washed material. A one inch
pipe furnishing the water also extends into the drum through this
opening.
SCOOP CONVEYOR ;
-
After the material has been carried to a point
ne a,r the top of the drum by the cleats it is dropped on to a series
of inclined scoops which extend the whole length of the machine.
These scoops, nine in number and spaced 8 l/4 inches apart, are
fastened to two 5/8" x 2" flat steel bars 14 inches a/part, -which
in turn are supported by the frame castings. On the charging end
0l the drum the hopper is riveted to these bars while at the other
end they support the discharge scoop. Seven of these nine scoop3
are movable, being fastened by two 3/8 inch rivets. The conveyor
scoops, the hopper and the discharge 3coop are all made of No. 16
sheet steel. This whole conveyor may be readily removed from the

drum "by removing the bolts which held it to the frame castings.
FRAME; -
The frame of this midline consists of two heavy
end castings held together at the lower corners by two 6" x 4" x
o/4" steel angles, and at the upper corners by two 2 l/2" x 2 l/2"
x 0/8" steel angles. These angles are bolted to the end castings
by means of twenty-four 5/8" x 1 1/2" cap screws for the lower
angles and twelve 5/8" x 1 l/8" cap screws for the upper angles.
The end castings of this frame contain the bearings for the four
rollers that support the drum. The casting at the discharge end
of the machine supports the bearings for the pinion and driving
shafts. These end castings are cored out a nd have walls 3/4 inch
thick. For the detail drawings of the end castings see Plate II
page J / .
BEARINGS :
-
The solid bearings for the four roller shafts
are each inches long and are bored for a 1 l/4 inch shaft. The
shafts are held tight in these bearings by l/2" x. 2" set screws,
one being used for each bearing.
The bearings for the spur pinion shaft are each
5 inches long and ire not split. They are bored for a 1 l/2 inch
shaft
.
The bearings for the bevel pinion shaft are also
5 inches long and are not split, but are bored for a 1 l/4 inch
shaft.
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SHAFTING:
-
All the shafting used in this machine is cold
rolled and is either 1 l/4 inch or 1 l/2 inch in diameter. The
roller and the bevel pinion shafts are 1 1/4 inch, while the spur
pinion shaft is 1 l/E inch in diameter.
GEARING AND PULLEYS ; -
The gearing consists of a cast spur pinion and
a cast bevel gear and pinion. The spur pinion is 4 inches in di-
ameter, has 11 teeth of 1 l/8 inch pitch and a 3 inch face. The
bevel gear and pinion have a 7/8 inch pitch and 2 inch face. The
gear having 50 teeth has a pitch diameter of 14 inches. The pin-
ion has a pitch diameter of 4 1/4 inches, has 15 teeth and a
backing of 1 l/S inches.
The pulleys used on the driving shaft are 14
inches in diameter and have a 5 inch face.

Calculations
for a
No.l Concrete Material Washer
CAPACITY -
Capacity per c3e at per inch of length is P" 5 x 2 ' 5 = 3.185 square
inches
Total capacity per revolution is 31 x 3.125 x 8.2 5 = 795 cubic
inches
Total capacity for 6 revolutions per minute is 795 x 6 =
4770 cubic inches =2.76 cubic feet
Capacity per hour is 165 cubic feet or 6.14 cubic yards
Capacity per day of 10 hours is 61 cubic yards
DRUM -
Weight of cleat angles 140 pounds
" » cleats 120
" shell 162 "
" " head casting on charging end 116 n
" n head casting on discharge end 160 "
" " material in drum 440 "
Total weight of drum 1138 pounds
Including rivets the total weight may be taken as 1200 pounds
!2ooJb.
r t 1 I
'
1 1
A
- 3G" -1
Fig. 1.
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Tlie drum may be considered as a simple beam supporting
a uniform load as shown in Fig. 1. The fiber stress is calcula-
ted from the following formula:
32 M D
(1)
7nj/-d4 )
in which 9 M represents the bending moment
D " " outside diameter
d " " inside diameter
Substituting the proper values in (1) we have
32 x 14400 x 30
g -. „- _~ =^70 pounds per square inch
3.141ft (30 4-29 7/84 )
The stress appears rather low, but experience has shown that the
effect of exposure to water and other elements require the use of
a low stress, ana il would not oe well to use thinner material for
the shell. The strengthening effect of the cleats and cleat
angles has not been considered.
SCOOP CONVEYOR -
(ill,[ I 1 r 1 i
I20~
Fig. 2.
Each of the bars supporting the scoops may be considered
as a simple beam supporting 1/2 the total load on the scoop con-
veyor, as shown in Fig. 2. The deflection is calculated from the
following formula:
r-
_
6
,Vl8 _ - ( 2 )
384 E I

in which, Q, represents the total load on the beam
1 " " length in inches
I M " moment of inertia
E Tt " modulus of elasticity (29,500,000)
Substituting the proper values in (2), we have
5 x 160 x 1728000
„ , rt J _f = = 0.49 inches
384 x 29,500,000 X 0.2 5
This is not considered an excessive deflection as the scoops tend
to increase the 3tiffness.
ROLLER SHAFT -
The total load on the 4 rollers is 1200 pounds,
and each roller supports 600 x sin 45° = 600 x .70? = 425 pounds.
Fig. 3.
To keep the bearing pressure upon the shaft down to a
reasonable value, this shaft is made 1 l/4 inches in diameter,
which is amply strong. To test for stiffness consider t he load
as concentrated at the center, (see Fig. 3) and for this condition
of loading the deflection is given by the following formula:
l5
f
= 1iTT -"- (s)
in which Q,, 1, E and I have the same meaning as in equation (2).
Substituting proper values in (5), ve have
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42 5 x >i74
48 x 89,500,000 x 0.183
= 0.00067 inches
GEARING CALCULATIONS -
The gear ratio is 27.5 to 1, and if the dram
has a speed of 6 revolutions per minute, the driving pulley will
make 165 revolutions per minute.
BEVEL PINIONS -
To calculate the load on the pinion we will as-
sume that the total horse-power of the motor is transmitted.
load
Knowing the horse-power, speed and diameter the Ais given by the
following formula:
W =-
65085 H
- - (4)
R N
in which H represents the horse-power transmitted
R " " radius of the pinion in inches
N " " revolutions per minute of the pinion
Substituting the proper values in (4), we have
65025 x 2.5 .W = = 450 pounds
165 x 2.125
The load transmitted by the pinion is given by the
following formula:
W=Sp» fme ------------(5)
in which S represents the fiber stress in pounds per square inch
p' " " pitch in inches
f * « face in inches
m " a coefficient
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r represents the gear ratio
T " " number of teeth in the pinion
Now e = 0.7 r T =0.7
r + 1
f
5 * S5 x 15
- 2.38
4.35
Assume the pinion has a face of 2 inches and a circular
pitch of 7/8 inches. The value of S is 6200 and that of m is
0.039 for this case. Substituting these values in (5), we have
W = 5200 x 0.875 x 2 x 0.039 x 2.38 = 1020 pounds
This is much larger than the actual load given above, shelving
that the pinion is much stronger than is really needed. As the
above size of pinion is a stock size it will be used so as to cut
down the cost of manufacturing.
SFJR PINION -
The load coming upon the spur pinion is less
than the theoretical load given by (4). To obtain this actual
ioad multiply the theoretical by the efficiency which in this
case is assumed as 90 percent. Hence substituting proper values
in ( 4) , we have
m _ 63025 x 2.5 x 0.90W - • 1 » 1430 pounds
2 x 49.5
To arrive at the dimensions of the pinion the following formula
will be used:
W m .054 Sp'fe (6)
in which S, p', f and e have the same meaning as in (5) above.
Assume p' = 1 l/8" ; f - 3"; and S = 7500
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e = 0.7 8.88 x 11 « 2.18
9.88
Substituting these values in (6), we get the allowable load
W = 0.054 x 7500 x 1.125 x 3 x 2.18 = 2970 pounds
Here as in the preceding paragraph the allowable load is much
larger than the actual, but for reasons stated above this size of
pinion will be used.
SHAFT CALCULATIONS - BEVEL PINION SHAFT -
The bevel pinion shaft must be designed to with-
stand a combined torsional and bending moment. The bending mo-
ments are caused by the belt pulls and the load on the pinion.
The maximum stresses occur when the middle pullejr is not used as
quite frequently is the case. For such a condition the loading is
shown in Fig. 4 below, and upon this same figure are shown the
separate bending moment diagrams. W and W are at right angles
to each other and have the following magnitudes:
-
W =136 pounds
= 450 pounds
!S7S,'n.lL
Fig. 4.
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Tlie twisting moment T is 450 x 8,185 = 960 inch pounds
The bending moment due to W is at right angles to that due to
W
. By inspection the maximum moment occurs under the reaction
A and has the following magnitude:
u
Bending moment M at A = [T6?eB + 212
= 1586 inch pounds
Using Guest's Lav? for finding the equivalent bending moment M
,
we have
Ua - M
2
+ (7)
Substituting the above values of M and T in (?), we get
M
e
=
|
1586 + 960 = 1850 inch pounds
To determine the diameter of the shaft, the following
formula is used:
AZ _ 32 Me
7T S
(8)
Substituting the value of M in (8) and assuming S = 12000, we
have
d = 52 x 1850 = 1 3/16 inches
3.1416 x 12000
Make this shaft one size larger using 1 l/4 inch diameter, so
as not to u3e too many different sizes on one machine* This de-
creases the cost of manufacturing to a considerable extent.
SPUR PINION SHAFT -
The spur pinion shaft must also be designed to
withstand a combined torsional and bending moment. The bending
moments are caused by the loads on the bevel ?ear and on the pi-
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nion. The condition of loading is shown in Fig. 5 below, and
upon this same figure are shown the separate bending moment dia-
grams. W and V7 act in the same direction and rave the following
magnitudes
Wp = 450 pounds
WH - 1430 pounds
Fig. 5.
The twisting moment T coming upon the shaft is as follows:
T = 400x?=, bl50 inch pounds
The bending moments between A and B due to Wp are in the opposite
direction to those due to Ws . By inspection the maximum moment
occurs under the load W and has the following magnitude:
Maximum bending moment M = 3380 - 900 = 2320 inch pounds
Substituting in equation (?) to get the equivalent bending moment
Me , we have
232C?1 + 51502 - 3910 inch poundsM
e
"
Assuming S as 12000, and substituting in (8), we have for the
diameter
.
_ | 32 x 3 910 , •% Jo 4 ud = I 1 1/2 inches
3.1416 x 12000
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BEARINGS - BEVEL PINION SHAFT
The bearing pressure is calculated from the
following formula:
in which P represents the load on the bearing
A " " projected area in square inches
By inspection of Fig. 4 pagei4 it is seen that the bear-
ing A is the more heavily loaded. The resultant reaction or load
coming upon thi3 bearing is 630 pounds. Now 3ince the shaft is
ll/4 inches in diameter, and the length of the bearing is 4
inches, we have by substituting these values in (9):'
620
S = - = 124 pounds per square inch
1.25 x 4
This is a safe value for the class of service that the bearing i s
intended for.
For manufacturing purposes bearing B is of course made
the same size, though the load coming upon it is considerably
les3 than that coming upon A.
SPUR PINION SHAFT -
The load coming upon the bearing A of the shaft
shown in Fig. 5 is 13 55 pounds, which is c onsiderable more than
that at bearing B. The diameter of the shaft is 1 l/2 inches,
and the length of these bearings has been chosen as 5 inches.
Now calculating the bearing pressure S by means of (9) above, we
get
13 55
S = m p0un(\i3 per square inch1.5 x 5
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This is safe value. Again "both bearings are made the same size
for reasons stated above.
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Calculations
for a
No. 10 Concrete Material Washer
CAPACITY -
Capacity per cleat per inch of length = 6 X ^ =30 square inches
Total capacity per revolution is SO x 30 x 18 = 16200 cubic inches
Total capacity for 6 revolutions per minute is 6 x 16200 - 97200
cubic inches or 56 l/4 cubic feet
Capacity per hour is oT;7b cubic feet or 125 cubic yards
Capacity per day of 10 hours is 1250 cubic yards
DRUM -
Weight Of cleat angles 2 700 pounds
Weight Of cleat
8
4200 tt
ft shell 45l,0 it
tt head casting on charging end 800 tt
n t? head casting on discharge end 710 tt
»i t! gear ring 1710 tt
tt tt supporting ring 800 n
tt tt material in drum 6430 it
Total weight of* drum 21900 pounds, say 22000 pounds
' 1
1 ' 1 1 1 1
Fig. 6.
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The drum may be considered as a simple beam supporting
a uniform load as shown in Fig. 6. The fiber stress is calculated
from (1) page 10. Substituting the proper values in (1), we have
S =
32 x 396000 x 60 410 pounds per square inch
3.1416 (604 -59 11/16 4 )
This is a fairly low stress And would be still further reduced if
the strengthening effect of the cleats and angles were taken into
consideration. It would not be considered good practice to use
thinner material for the shell as was already stated in the pre-
ceding chapter ] »o
SCOOP CONVbTOR -
550 lb.
_/\
,
24'
Fig. 7.
Each of the channels supporting the scoops may be con-
sidered as a simple beam supporting l/2 the total load on the
scoop conveyor, as shown in Fig. 7. The deflection is calcula-
ted from (2) page i o . Substituting the proper values in (2),
we have
5 x 550 x 243 x 1728
f «= = 0.554 inches
384 x 29,500,000 X 10.48
This is a small deflection and is even less on the actual machine,
because the stiffness is increased by the scoops.
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ROLLER SHAFT -
The total load on the 4 rollers is 23000 pounds,
and each roller supports 11000 x sin 45° = 11000 x 0.70? = 7800
Pounds. TSoolk.
n r
Fig. 8.
To keep the bearing pressure upon the shaft down to a
reasonable value, this shaft is made 2 13/16 inches in diameter,
which is amply strong. To test for stiffness consider the load
as concentrated at the center, and for this condition of loading
the deflection is given by (3) page 1 1 . Substituting in (3),
we have
7800 X 1581 n rwva** . 1
= O.OO000 inches
48 x 29,500,000 x 2.55
GEARING CALCULATIONS -
The gear ratio is 5 9.2 tc 1, and if the drum
has a speed of 6 revolutions per minute, the driving pulley will
make 23 5 revolutions per minute.
BEVEL PINION -
The horse-power required to operate this machine
is 25, so assuming that we wish to transmit all this, we got by
proper substitution in (4) page 12 , that the actual load on the
pinion is as follows:
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63025 x 25
,
= • 1490 pounds
4.5 x 25 5
Now assume S = 4200; p* = 1 l/S"j f - 5 1/4" and m =
0.035,
e - 0.7 i- 9 * 19 =2.46
2.9
Substituting these values in (5) page 12 , to get the load trans-
mitted by the pinion, we have
W = 4200 x 1.5 x 3.25 x 0.035 x 2.46 - 1760 pounds
This is a little larger than the actual load but is sufficiently
close, hence the dimensions assumed above will be chosen.
INTERMEDIATE SPUR PINION -
The load coming upon the intermediate spur pi-
nion is less than the theoretical load given by (4) page 12 .
To obtain this actual load multiply the theoretical by the effi-
ciency which is assumed as 90 percent. Hence substituting the
-roper values in (4), we have
_ 6302 5 x 25 x 0.90 „ a„n .V/ * o930 pounds
2.906 x 124
Now assuming S = 6100; p' = 1.5"; f 4" and
e = 0.7 8.5 x 12 m g -0 g. and substituting in equa-
3.5
tion (6) page 13 , we have
W = 0.054 x 6100 x 1.5 x 4x2. 05= 4050 pounds
This again is close to the actual, and hence the above dimension
will be assumed as correct.
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ERIVING SPUB PINION -
The load coming upon the driving spur pinion is
less than the theoretical given by (4). To obtai^ this actual
load multiply the theoretical by the efficiency which is assumed
as 81 percent. Now by substituting proper values in (4), we have
w « 65085 x 25 x 0.81 = 6150 pounds
4.218? x 49.5
Assuming S = 6800; p» • 1 3/4"; f = 5" and
e . O.?/ 88-^ 15 -8.56;
83.6
and substituting in (6), we have
W = 0.054 x 6800 x 1.75 x 5 x 2.56 = 8240 pounds
This is much larger than the actual load but as the gears selec-
ted are from stock patterns, it is not deemed advisable to design
a new set of gears.
SHAFT CALCULATIONS - BEVEL PINION SHAFT
-
The bevel pinion shaft must be designed to with-
stand a combined torsional and bending moment. The bending moment
is caused by the load on t he pinion and the belt pull. The lat-
ter is small relative to the pinion load, and hence may be neglec-
ted. The condition of loading is shown in Fig. 9 below, and
upon this same figure is shown the bending moment diagram. Wp
has a magnitude of 1490 pounds.
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7450, tt.lL
Fig. 9.
The twisting moment T is 1490 x 4.5 » 6?00 inch pounds,
by inspection the maximum bending moment occurs under the relic-
tion A and has a magnitude of 7450 inch pounds. Substituting in
Guest f s Law, equation (7) page iff 9
M =
e
Assuming S
we have
7450 + 6700"' - 10000 inch pounds
16000, and substituting in equation (8) page 15
,
d =
58 x 10000
5.1416 x 16000
1 7/8 inche*
INTEPMEDIATE SHAFT
The intermediate shaft must be designed to with-
stand a combined torsional and bending moment. The bending mom-
ents are caused by the loads on the bevel gear and on the inter-
mediate spur pinion. The condition of loading is shown below in
Fig. 10, and upon this same figure are shown the separate bending
moment diagrams. and W
g
have the following magnitudes:
W = 1490 pounds
W - 5950 pounds

Fig. 10.
The twisting moment T is 1490 x 8.75 = IS 000 inch
pounds. The bending moment due to W acts in the same direction
as that due to WQ . By inspection it is seen that the maximum
moment M occurs under the reaction B and has a magnitude of
23 580 inch pounds. Substituting in Guest's Law, equation (7)
M
e
- | 83 580
s + 130002 = 26900 inch pounds
Assuming S 16000, and substituting in (8), we have
DRIVING PINION SHAFT -
The driving pinion shaft must be designed to
withstand a combined torsional and bending moment. The bending
moments are caused by the loads on the intermediate gear and
inches
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the driving pinion. The condition of loading is shown below in
Fig. 11, and upon the same figure are shown the separate bending
moment diagrams. W
s
and have the magnitudes of 3930 and 6130
respectively.
Z3S80 ,'n.lb.
Fig. 11.
The twisting moment T is 88500 inch pounds. The bend-
ing moments due to W
s are at right angles to those due to W^.
It is found that the maximum bending moment M occurs under the
load and has a magnitude of 23900 inch pounds.
Substituting in Guest's Law, equation (7), we have
rf8M
e
=
J
23900^ + 28500° - 37200 inch pounds
Assuming S 16000, and substituting in (8), we have
d =
32 x 37200
= 2 13/16 inches
3.1416 x 16000
Note:- In order to decrease the cost of manufacturing

these machines, all shafts on this machine will be made 2 13/16
inches in diameter.
BEARINGS - ROLLER SHAFTS -
The bearing pressure on the bearings is cal-
culated by using (9), page i7. By inspection of Fig. 8, page 21
it is seen that the bearings are evenly loaded. The reaction or
load coming upon each bearing is 3900 pounds. Now since the
shaft is 2 13/16 inches in diameter, and the length of the bearing
is 4 inches, we have by substituting these values in (9):
3900
S = T~~~ ~ =278 pounds per square inch.2.8125 x 6
BEVEL PINION SHAFT -
In the shaft shown in Fig. 9 the bearing A
supports the greater load. This load has a magnitude of 1910
pounds. Therefore from (9) we get that the bearing pressure
1910 .
.
~
2 8125 x 5 ** pounds per square inch
This is a safe value for the service that the bearing is inten-
ded for.
For manufacturing purposes bearing B is made the same
size though the load coming upon it is considerably less than that
coming upon A.
INTERMEDIATE SHAFT -
The load coming upon the bearing B of the
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shaft shown in Fig. 10 is 4955 pounds, while that on the bearing
A is 465 pounds. Now since the shaft is 2 13/16 inches in diam-
eter, and the length of the bearing is 5 inches, we have by sub-
stituting these values in (9):
4955
S = _ otr 352 pounds per square inch2. 81c 5 X 5
This is a safe value. Both bearings are made the same size for
manufacturing purposes.
DRIVING PINION SHAFT -
By inspection of Fig. 11 it is seen that the
bearing B is more heavily loaded than A. The load coming upon
B is 5730 pounds. The diameter of the shaft is 2 13/16 inches
and the length of the bearings has been chosen as 5 inches. Now
calculating the bearing pressure S by means of (9), we get
5720
g _ _— _. p0una8 per square inch2.8 lc5x5
This is a safe value. Again both bearings are made the same
size for the reason s tated above.
Note:- The calculations for the No. 4 machine are
not shown as the method of procedure is the same as that given
for the No. 1 and No. 10 machines.
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DRAWING -
The following photo reductions include the principal
drawings of throe machines, omitting those details which are not
essential to an understanding of their operation. There are
three assemblies and the details of the frame castings for each
size machine. For the No. 1 machine a section of the drum is
also shown, showing one of the cle t angles with the cleat
attached.
The order in whcih these drawings will be found is to
have the assembly for the No. 1 machine first and then the details
belonging to this machine. Following the No. 1 machine will be
the No. 4 and the No. 10 machines.
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